The topography of microstructured surfaces differently affects fibrillin deposition by blood and lymphatic endothelial cells in culture.
While tissue-engineered blood vessels have already been successfully used in surgical practice, artificially restoring lymphatic circulation when needed is still far to be realized. Stability of arterial vessel wall depends on proper fibrillin deposition; fibrillin in fact is the scaffold for elastic fiber formation. In lymphatic vessels fibrillin is probably implied in lymph formation in response to interstitial requirements. This study was designed to verify whether fibrillin deposition is influenced by the topography of the substrate on which blood and lymphatic endothelial cells grow. Blood and lymphatic endothelial cells were cultured on microstructured surfaces with different topography: stripes of different widths (25, 50, and 100 microm), squares and rectangles, and spiral geometry, obtained by the photoimmobilization of Hyaluronan (Hyal) on aminosilanized glass. Cell orientation and fibrillin deposition were influenced by the topography of the microstructure. Blood endothelial cells deposited fibrillin as a bundle running parallel to the major axis of stripes and spirals, whereas the irregular network of fibrillin deposited by lymphatic endothelial cells was affected by the topography of the substrate only in the smallest stripes. These data bring a contribution to the basic knowledge required to design tissue-engineered blood and lymphatic vessels capable of adapting to the functional requirements of the surrounding environment.